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        The Gigaset N510 IP Pro supports 4 simultaneous SIP calls
Up to 6 handsets can be registered on this base station
Includes an AC Power Adapter and supports POE!!


Next Working Day Delivery From £5
(Orders placed before 5pm)
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                                Great little product - easy to set up and does exactly what it says on the tin (ok, cardboard box!)                            
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                                It's amazing there aren't more PoE DECT and WifI products out there, but this one does exactly what it's supposed to with a great feature set and easy to understand user interface. Fast delivery from IVP as well.                             
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                                I got this to repace a c475-ip.  Pretty much a drop-in replacement except there's no POTS connection.  



Seems to have a faster processor and has a bit more polish than old version.  
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                                It was my first experience with VoIP Dect's. So, in comparison to Siemens regular base stations, this one has perfect management web UI with enough set of features and was up and running once plugged. The voice quality is crystal. Base station works stable, no glitches or disconnections/lost calls during the first month of non-stop usage. Would recommend.                            
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                                I have been on to Gigaset about this for some time and have been waiting for this product. We do a lot of DECT installs for our customers.  It was always a pain that we had to locate the DECT base stations near a power source.  The 510IP now allows us to locate these where ever we install our cat5 cable now that we can power them via POE.  Thank you, this makes life so much easier!                            
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